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T
he issue of charge transfer in DNA has
been generally addressed in the con-
text of DNAdamage and repair due to

its implications in cancer development and
therapeutics. A renewed interest in the
electronic structure of DNA-based polymers
has been recently stimulated by the quest for
the development of molecular electronics.1,2

The use of DNA as template for the design of
nanowires is supported by the structural sta-
bility of the DNA duplex, the specific self-
assembly properties between complemen-
tary bases, the possibility of incorporating a
wide range of chemically modified constitu-
ents, and the availability of biotechnological
tools that enable their large-scale synthesis.
One of themain challenges in the usage of

DNA-based nanodevices in molecular circuits
is the control of their electrical conductivity.
Early work in this field has yielded seemingly
controversial results for native DNA,2 showing
electrical behaviors from insulating through
semiconducting to conducting, with even a

report of proximity-induced superconductiv-
ity. However, a survey of the literature2 high-
lighted that the variety of available experi-
ments cannot be analyzed in a unique way.
For instance, electrical measurements con-
ducted on single molecules, bundles and
networks, are not able to reveal a uniform
interpretation scheme for the conductivity of
DNA, because they refer to differentmaterials.
In addition, the experimental conditions were
often variable. The current status may thus
be schematically summarized as follows: (i)
charges may be transported with relatively
poor conductivity in short single DNA mol-
ecules or in longer molecules organized in
bundles and networks; (ii) charge flow is
blocked for long molecules deposited onto
“hard” inorganic substrates. A plausible expla-
nationwas that the inability to conductmight
arise from strong deformations induced by
the substrate,2,3 which is supported by recent
experiments performed using suspended
molecules.4�6
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ABSTRACT We address the issue of whether chemical alterations of nucleobases are an effective

tool to modulate charge transfer through DNA molecules. Our investigation uses a multilevel

computational approach based on classical molecular dynamics and quantum chemistry. We find yet

another piece of evidence that structural fluctuations are a key factor to determine the electronic

structure of double-stranded DNA. We argue that the electronic structure and charge transfer ability

of flexible polymers is the result of a complex intertwining of various structural, dynamical and

chemical factors. Chemical intuition may be used to design molecular wires, but this is not the sole

component in the complex charge transfer mechanism through DNA.
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In this context, the research in DNA-based electronics
has followed two main strategies, which pursue either
to minimize substrate-induced deformations (i.e.,
suspended-molecule measurements,4�7 or use of a soft
organic buffer), or to exploit DNA-based molecular
candidates with better intrinsic conductivity than nat-
ural DNA. This work explores the latter route by con-
sidering two specific DNA modifications that target the
adenine (A) base by replacing it with deazaadenine (Z)
and diaminopurine (D).
It is known that adenine�thymine (A�T) base pairs

(bp) slow down the efficiency of charge transfer with
respect to guanine�cytosine (G�C) tracts in DNA
duplexes.5,8 To solve this problem, Majima and co-
workers9,10 have recently investigated the effect of
replacing A in A-tracts with Z and D. In Z the N7 atom
of A is replaced by a C�H group (Figure 1), which thus
does not disturb the complementary base pairing with T.
On theother hand, inDanaminogroup is attached to the
C2 hydrogen atom of the purine ring (Figure 1), which
should thus enable the formation of an additional hydro-
gen bond with the carbonyl group at position 2 of T. The
choice of D andZwasmotivatedby their lower ionization
potential relative to A, and the experimental measure-
ments revealed a sizable increase in the conductivity of
the modified duplexes.11,12

Inspired by those experiments, the aim of this work
is to investigate the effects triggered by the incorpora-
tion of either Z or D bases on the structural, electronic
and charge transfer properties of DNAduplexes. To this
end, a multilevel computational approach that com-
bines classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
and density functional theory (DFT) calculations of the
ground-state electronic structure and transfer integrals

has been adopted. The major aim is to explore the
structural and electronic properties of the modified
dimers relative to the canonical A�T base pair and to
examine whether the low ionization potential of Z and D
impacts the conductivity of DNA-based nanodevices.
Previous theoretical efforts to understand charge transfer
throughmodified DNA base pairs, including pairs with Z,
were published already over a decade ago,13,14 yet with
no account of structural effects. One important develop-
ment in recent studies on axial charge transfer through
DNA is that the effects of dynamical disorder coming
from internal nucleobase dynamics andmediated by the
solvent environment play a critical role and cannot be
treated as a small perturbation.15�18 Our study includes
such effects, as we explain below, and goes toward the
simulation of realistic experimental conditions relevant
for nanoscale applications. Overall, the investigation of
charge transfer through natural and modified DNAs
remains a hot research topic.19

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

H-Bonding and Stacking Interactions for D and Z. Table 1
reports the results on the H-bonding and stacking inter-
action energies obtained at different levels of theory, as
specified in the Materials and Methods. As expected, the
presence of the additional amino group in D reinforces
the H-bonded interaction energy in the D�T pair by ca.
3.5 kcal/mol compared to the A�T one. Likewise, re-
placement of A by Z leads to a lower stabilization of the
H-bonded dimer (by 1.5 kcal/mol), which can be attrib-
uted to the enhanced dipole moment of Z relative to A
(3.34 and 2.56 D, respectively). On the other hand,
replacement of A by either D or Z leads to an enhance-
ment of the stacking energies (by 0.6�1.0 kcal/mol).

Figure 1. (a) Three-dimensional (3D) structure of adenine (A), diaminopurine (D) and deazaadenine (Z). The red arrow
indicates the dipole moment of the molecule, which is 2.56, 1.33, and 3.34 D for A, D and Z, respectively (determined at the
BHH/cc-pVTZ level of theory). (b) 3D structure of the most representative duplex dodecamer d2 that contains D in the center
of the sequence. The simulated sequences are indicated below the image. The acronyms d1, d2 and d3 are used for the three
different duplex structures. (c) Hydrogen-bonded base pairs Hp1 (A�T), Hp2 (D�T) and Hp3 (Z�T) used as test systems in
force field parametrization, with indication of the H-bond lengths. (d) Stacked dimers sd1 (A:T), sd2 (D:T) and sd3 (Z:T) used as
test systems in force field parametrization.
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Classical calculations reproduce correctly the trends
observed from quantum chemical (QM) interaction
energies, though AMBER results show a slight over-
estimation of the MP2 and DFT values. The relative
discrepancies between the MM and QM data are
modestly enlarged in the case of stacking interactions.
Despite the obvious simplicity of the force field, the
agreement achieved reinforces the confidence in the
quality of the AMBER parameters to represent interac-
tions involving D and Z bases in solution. This conclu-
sion is supported by the comparison with previously
developed parameters for DNA nucleotides at the
same level of theory.20�23 The positive benchmark of
MM results against different levels of QM results is a
good index of reliable portability.

Molecular Dynamics Trajectories. The MD trajectories
support the structural integrity of the duplexes, as
noted in root-mean-square deviations of about 2.0�
2.5 Å relative to the respective equilibrated structure
(see Figure S1 in Supporting Information). Inspection of
the average structures (derived from the snapshots
collected along 20 ns) reveals a close structural simi-
larity between the three duplexes, suggesting the lack
of significant structural alterations that might rise from
the replacement of A by either D or Z. In fact, the RMSD
between the heavy atoms of the central quintuplet
GXTXT (X: A, D or Z) varies from 0.37 to 0.48 Å between
the three average structures, and the backbone RMSD
over the entire oligomers between the three average
structures is 1.2�1.4 Å.

Besides the similarity in the overall structural fea-
tures of the duplexes, the analysis of the helical para-
meters also supports the integrity of the duplexes. In
general the average values of the helical parameters do
not exhibit significant differences. As an example, the
results obtained for the rise and twist values of the
central triplet GXT triplet (X: A, D or Z) are summarized in
Table 2, which reports the weighted average (weights in
Table S2, Supporting Information) over the 10 represen-
tative structures for each of the oligomers d1, d2 and d3

(the standard deviation also takes into account the
weights of the representative structures), along with
the values for the average structures. The largest differ-
ences in the rise amount to ca. 0.2 Å, which comparewith
themagnitude of the standard deviations sampled along
the trajectories. Similarly, insertion of D and Z tends to
decrease the twist by around 2 degrees, even though the
magnitude of this change is lower than the standard
deviation of this helical parameter.

Bothmajor andminor grooves show similar fluctua-
tions in the three duplexes (Figure 2). The fluctuation of
the average width of major groove is in the range
12.15�14.83 Å (Δ = 2.68 Å), 12.55�14.14 Å (Δ = 1.59 Å)
and 11.62�14.06 Å (Δ = 2.44 Å) for the d1, d2 and d3

oligomers, respectively. The corresponding values for
the minor groove width are 6.10�7.90 Å (Δ = 1.80 Å),
7.05�7.90 Å (Δ = 0.85 Å) and 6.61�7.80 Å (Δ = 1.19 Å).
Thus, these data reveal a reduced fluctuation for the d2
duplex, which can be attributed to the stabilization
afforded by the formation of the third hydrogen bond
upon pairing between D and T. On the other hand, the
largest fluctuations are found for the d1 duplex, as
expected from the reduction in stabilization afforded
by H-bonding interactions of A compared to D and Z
(Table 2). Note that the replacement of A with D and Z
in the central portion of the dodecamer modifies the
shape of helix, with particular reference to the minor
groove width: in fact, the curves (Figure 2, right) for d2
and d3 do not show the typical well associated with
A-rich tracts and lose the typical symmetry of A-rich
central tracts. A similar trend was recently noted for
other strategies of adenine replacement, with conse-
quences on the electrostatic potential and protein�DNA
binding.25

The analysis of the structural details of the duplexes
suggest that, on average, the replacement of A by D or

TABLE 1. Interaction Energies (kcal/mol) for theH-Bonded

Pairs and Stacked Dimers Illustrated in Figure 1c,d

Obtained from Classical (AMBER) and Quantum (DFT,

MP2, M062X) Calculations

ΔEAMBER ΔEDFT
a ΔEMP2

b

H-bonded pairs A�T �15.8 �13.1 �14.3
D�T �18.8 �16.6 �17.5
Z�T �17.5 �14.6 �14.7

stacked dimers A:T �6.9 �5.6 �5.4
D:T �7.4 �6.6 �6.0
Z:T �7.4 �6.6 �6.0

a Energies determined from BHH/cc-pVTZ and M062X/6-31þG(d) levels for
H-bonded and stacked pairs, respectively. b Energies of H-bonded pairs and stacked
dimers are obtained from MP2/6-31G(d) and MP2/6-31G(d,0.25) calculations,
respectively. The need for different exponents of d-polarization functions was
explained elsewhere.24

TABLE 2. Inter-bp Parameters Rise and Twist in the

Central Trimers 50-GAT-30, 50-GDT-30 and 50-GZT-30

rise (Å) twist (deg)

d1 GC/AT 3.32 ( 0.26a 34.1 ( 6.0
3.37b 32.6

d2 GC/DT 3.37 ( 0.31 32.1 ( 4.4
3.42 31.9

d3 GC/ZT 3.51 ( 0.28 31.6 ( 3.6
3.42 30.6

d1 AT/TA 3.35 ( 0.22 31.5 ( 2.4
3.23 30.6

d2 DT/TD 3.36 ( 0.25 29.9 ( 2.7
3.36 30.8

d3 ZT/TZ 3.36 ( 0.14 29.4 ( 2.1
3.28 30.3

a The standard deviation is evaluated by taking into account the weight of each
representative structure, which is the normalized population of the cluster. The
values for rise and twist are obtained as weighted averages over the 10
representative structures for d1, d2 and d3. b The values in the second row for
each oligomer pertain to the average structures over 20 ns.
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Figure 2. Plots of the major (left) and minor (right) groove widths in the central portion of the oligomers, as a function of the
base-pair location along the sequence (G4 is on the 50-ter). X = A, D, T in d1, d2, d3, respectively. These values have been
computed as weighted averages over the 10 representative structures for each oligomer. The trends are similar for the
grooves of the average structures and for time averages over the final 5 ns of the trajectories.

Figure 3. Isodensity plots of electron orbitals around the HOMO�LUMO gap for the 50-GAT-30 trimers extracted from two of
the most populated structures of d1, namely, 1d16 and

2d10. The energy of the electron level is indicated for each orbital,
relative to the vacuum level. The weighted average of each electron level (populations in Supporting Information) over the
two illustrated representative structures is reported in the bottom row.

Figure 4. Isodensity plots of electron orbitals around the HOMO�LUMO gap for the 50-GDT-30 trimers extracted from the
threemost populated (mp) structures of d2, namely, 0d23,

1d24 and
2d27. The energy of the electron level is indicated for each

orbital, relative to the vacuum level. The weighted average of each electron level (populations in Supporting Information)
over the three illustrated representative structures is reported in the bottom row.
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Z does not introduce significant alterations in the gross
structural features of the duplex nor in the local para-
meters of the helical bases. Therefore, these findings
support the reliability of the sampled structures to
extract representative snapshots for electronic struc-
ture calculations (see below).

Ground-State Electronic Structure from DFT. We know
from previous experience that the shape and order of
electron orbitals in stacked dimers of Watson�Crick
base pairs drastically depend on the sequence and on
the details of the geometry, especially in the presence
of large amounts of A�T pairs. Isosurface plots of the
frontier orbitals are visualized in Figures 3�5 for the
representative structures of the two most populated
clusters of d1 (1d16 and 2d10) and of the three most
populated clusters of d2 (0d23,

1d24 and
2d27) and d3

(0d39,
1d33 and

2d34). In agreement with existing com-
putational data,26�28 in the selected fragments 50-GAT-
30, 50-GDT-30 and 50-GZT-30 the HOMO and HOMO-1
orbitals are localized on the purine bases (Figures 3�5).

The shape and the energies of the molecular orbitals
localized on the bases are affected by the substitution
of A. In particular, the value ofΔEHOMO�LUMO (Table 3) is
not significantlymodified by the replacement of Awith
D or Z along the sequence (less than 4%). Small
variations are due to structural fluctuations associated
with the presence of the water solvent and counter-
ions. In contrast, we note a shrink in the separation
between HOMO and HOMO-1 (Table 3; the abbrevia-
tion “mp” in Table 3 stands for “representative struc-
ture of the most populated clusters”).

When A is replaced with D in duplex d2, among the
most populated representative structures we observe
only one case, 1d24 (Figure 4), in which HOMO and
HOMO-1 are apparently inverted: actually, the tiny
energy difference of 0.04 eV between them makes
these two states practically degenerate. In all other
cases, including averaged structures (Figure S2 in the
Supporting Information), the HOMO orbital is always
localized on D and G of the same strand, and the

TABLE 3. Calculated Energy Gaps between HOMO and LUMO and between HOMO and HOMO-1 for Trimers of Base Pairs

Pruned from the Simulated Duplexes d1, d2 and d3

d1 50-GAT-30 d2 50-GDT-30 d3 50-GZT-30

HOMO�LUMO gap (eV)
valuea of the average structure 6.52 6.28 6.43
weighted-average valueb over mp structures of Figures 3�5 6.32 6.14 6.30

EHOMO � EHOMO‑1 (eV)
valuea of the average structure 0.40 0.19 0.22
weighted-average valueb over mp structures of Figures 3�5 0.38 0.20 0.20

a From Figure S2, Supporting Information. b From the bottom values in Figures 3�5 .

Figure 5. Isodensity plots of electron orbitals around the HOMO�LUMO gap for the 50-GZT-30 trimers extracted from the
three most populated structures of d3, namely, 0d39,

1d33 and
2d34. The energy of the electron level is indicated for each

orbital, relative to the vacuum level. The weighted average of each electron level (populations in Supporting Information)
over the three illustrated representative structures is reported in the bottom row.
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HOMO-1 orbital is localized on the D base of the opposite
strand. The energy difference between HOMO and
HOMO-1 in the sampled trimers reported in Figure 4
is 0.22 eV in 0d23, 0.04 eV in

1d24 and 0.34 eV in
2d27. The

weighted average of 0.20 eV is practically identical to
the value of 0.19 eV that pertains to the trimer pruned
from the average structure of the duplex d2 (see
Supporting Information).

When A is replaced with Z in duplex d3, all the
sampled structures show the HOMO localized on Z and
G of the same strand and the HOMO-1 localized on all
the purine nucleobases Z and G of both strands. The
energy difference between HOMO and HOMO-1 in
Figure 5 is 0.13, 0.16, and 0.31 eV for 0d39,

1d33, and
0d39, respectively, with a weighted average of 0.20 eV,
which is practically identical to the value of 0.22 eV that
pertains to the trimer pruned from the average struc-
ture of the duplex d3 (see Supporting Information).

To summarize, we observe shifts of the energy
levels for each sequence, which highlights the impor-
tance of examining various conformations among the
most populated from the dynamical runs. Further-
more, the chemical changes induce the redistribution
of charge densities in frontier orbitals, which in turn
may affect the π�π coupling and charge transfer
capabilities. In the next paragraph, the 10 representa-
tive structures from each trajectory are considered, in
order to obtain the charge transfer parameters for the
pruned trimers.

Transfer Integrals from Hybrid-DFT Computation. Charge
transfer integrals between adjacent base pairs were
computed for 50-GAT-30, 50-GDT-30 and 50-GZT-30 tri-
mers pruned from the 10 representative structures
obtained from the trajectories of duplexes d1, d2 and
d3. The results are summarized in Table 4, and the same
data are visualized in Figure 6. The much smaller

TABLE 4. Computed Values of the Transfer Integral VIF between the Adjacent Couples of Base Pairs in Each

Representative Trimera

VIF(GX) (eV) VIF(XT) (eV)

pi (d1i) VIF
b waVIF

mpVIF
asVIF VIF

waVIF
mpVIF

asVIF

d1 50-GAT-30 (X = A) 0.120 0.039 0.081 ( 0.070 0.028 0.042 0.088 0.097 ( 0.048 0.098 0.045
0.074 0.161 0.089
0.148 0.044 0.058
0.115 0.054 0.112
0.055 0.044 0.026
0.112 0.218 0.188
0.145 0.003 0.147
0.058 0.007 0.097
0.091 0.140 0.066
0.083 0.137 0.032

d2 50-GDT-30 (X = D) 0.104 0.006 0.052 ( 0.040 0.042 0.065 0.003 0.017 ( 0.015 0.016 0.002
0.019 0.164 0.036
0.117 0.092 0.014
0.155 0.025 0.009
0.133 0.072 0.008
0.073 0.002 0.003
0.105 0.054 0.048
0.122 0.033 0.033
0.092 0.040 0.024
0.081 0.136 0.003

d3 50-GZT-30 (X = Z) 0.080 0.015 0.043 ( 0.037 0.028 0.074 0.018 0.068 ( 0.041 0.078 0.062
0.041 0.022 0.015
0.099 0.044 0.025
0.148 0.018 0.033
0.132 0.069 0.084
0.056 0.089 0.112
0.080 0.084 0.119
0.090 0.003 0.106
0.123 0.102 0.034
0.152 0.002 0.116

a Results for the three most dynamically populated conformers for each sequence are identified in bold. The average transfer integrals (waVIF) for the dimers of base pairs in each
species and the corresponding standard deviations are also reported. b VIF is the hybrid-DFT value of the transfer integral for each trimer pruned from the 10 most representative
structures in the MD trajectories. waVIF is obtained for each duplex as a weighted average over all 10 values, with the population of the structure as the weight.

mpVIF is obtained
for each duplex as a weighted average over the three most dynamically populated structures. asVIF is the transfer integral value computed for the average structure over the
final 5 ns of each 20-ns trajectory.
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electronic couplings between the edges of the trimers
(VGT) are reported in the Supporting Information.

We note a significant effect of structural fluctua-
tions on the transfer integrals. In fact, the standard
deviation is about 80�85% of the weighted-average
transfer integral in all three sequences, which amounts
to a coherence parameter significantly smaller than
unity.29,30 Note that the reported standard deviations
are much larger than the computational error in each
evaluation, and thus essentially reflect the change in
the transfer integral with the nuclear conformation,
which embeds a coherence parameter.

We aim at detecting if the replacement of A with D
and/or Z leads to an increase of transfer integrals that can
be correlated to the measurements of higher charge
transfer rates in D- and Z-containing sequences.8�10

If we consider theweighted average using all the 10
representative conformers for each duplex, the data in
Table 4 indicates that both waVIF(GX) and waVIF(XT)
decrease with these transformations. However, the
ranges of values for the different geometries widely
overlap. Therefore, according to the presented data,
the overall hole transfer rate appears not to be sensi-
tive to the changes in the electronic couplings caused
in the pruned trimer sequences by the adenine deri-
vatives. If we consider theweighted average using only
the three most populated structures among the 10
representative conformers for each sequence, we see
that mpVIF(GX) increases when A is replaced with D and
is unchanged when A is replaced with Z, while mpVIF-
(XT) decreases as a consequence of each substitution.

Finally, if we consider the values of VIF obtained for
the trimers pruned from each average structure, we
register an increase of asVIF(GX) after both modifica-
tions (d1f d2, d1f d3), while asVIF(XT) increases when
d1 f d3 and decreases when d1 f d2. These results,
comparedwith the above structural analysis, show that
for the systems under study the average transfer
integral under the Condon approximation31 is not a

significant kinetic parameter, although the Condon
approximationmay be applicable over limited portions
of the conformational space.32

We searched for trends in the behavior of the
transfer integrals as a function of the structural para-
meters. In particular, we inspected possible correlations
between the values of VIF for the 10 representative
structures for each sequence and the corresponding
inter-bp structural parameters (shift, slide, rise, tilt, roll,
twist). Interestingly, we did not find any reasonable
correlation between VIF(GX,XT) and such descriptors,
but we detected a negative correlation between VIF(XT)
and the minimum interstrand atomic distance. Indeed,
the Pearson correlation coefficient for the latter is �0.87
for d1 and �0.75 for d2 and d3. At odds, the Pearson
correlation coefficient for either VIF(GX) or VIF(XT) and the
helical inter-bp values are always smaller than 0.5 and
with alternating signs, with a couple of fortuitous excep-
tions that do not involve the rise.

Overall, the changes in the values of the transfer
integrals obtained with these chemical alterations of
the adenine base are not able alone to explain the
experimental results, which report an increase of
transfer rates with both substitutions. We argue that
this is not necessarily a negative result and actually
gives us insights into the physicochemicalmechanisms
in these systems. Different reasons can explain this
apparent discrepancy. (1) Despite the performed com-
putational tests, use of CDFTwithmore diffuse functions
in the basis set (still not allowed, e.g., by NWChem) is
desirable. Moreover, future investigation using different
amounts of exact exchange in the density functional
may help to rule out effects of large electron self-
interaction errors.33,34 (2) The large fluctuations in the
transfer integral values obtained in this work for differ-
ent representative structures point out the need to
explore more configurations, with a longer dynamics
and/or a finer sampling. (3) We should remember at this
point that we did not simulate exactly the experimental

Figure 6. Values of the transfer integralsVIF(GX) andVIF(XT), as fromTable 4, are plotted as open circles and squares on the left
and right, respectively. The horizontal thick solid lines represent waVIF(GA) (black),

waVIF(GD) (blue),
waVIF(GZ) (orange),

waVIF(AT) (gray),
waVIF(DT) (violet),

waVIF(ZT) (green). The dashed lines of the respective color marks waVIF(GX) þ σ(GX) and
waVIF(GX)� σ(GX) (left), waVIF(XT)þ σ(XT) and waVIF(XT)� σ(XT) (right), where the symbol σ stands for the weighted standard
deviation (Table 4). Values of the Pearson correlation between the transfer integrals and the rise and twist for the sets of 10
representative structures are very small (between 0.1 and 0.5), indicating no obvious correlation between these quantities.
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sequences, and a viable hypothesis is that sequence
effects emerge to determine the efficiency of the con-
sidered chemical transformations for what concerns the
rate of charge transfer. (4) It is possible that the elec-
tronic coupling factor alone in this case is not represen-
tative of the complex charge transfer phenomenon,
because the role of the reorganization energy and
collective modes is important.

As a matter of fact, our results suggest that for the
systems investigated in this work as amodel for charge
transport through DNA duplexes, the transfer integrals
are not sufficient to explain the observed trends: also
the kinetics of the hole excited states is relevant. This
conclusion of the present work provides specific useful
information on the systems under study, while it is not
necessarily a general result for DNA but depends on
the sequence and on the base chemistry.

CONCLUSIONS

We undertook this theoretical work to explain the
experimental data on charge transfer by Majima's
group,9,10 in terms of electronic structure and confor-
mational fluctuations. We find seemingly contradictory
results. In what follows we consider the reasons for the
apparent discrepancy.
First of all, we noted at the beginning that the

specific adenine modifications with D and Z were
chosen because of the lower ionization potential of
such derivatives, thus making them more similar to
guanine, which is known to be an effective hole
transfer mediator. We find indeed that D and Z have
a lower ionization potential than A, by 0.24 and 0.16 eV,
respectively (from the data in the bottom rows of
Figures 3�5). This outcome of DFT is in line with the
experimental indications. Yet, we find that larger ioni-
zation potentials do not necessarily correspond to
larger electronic couplings.
The process of electron/hole transfer depends in fact

on a peculiar balance of electronic (both ground and
excited states) and vibronic effects, according toMarcus�
Hush�Jortner theory.35�37 Intuitively, one would expect

that larger effective electronic couplings yield faster
electronic motion, but a complete treatment goes
beyond the electronic coupling factors.
The trends that we find in the transfer integrals are

not surprising: namely, the larger rise and overall major
orbital charge localization (HOMO and HOMO-1) in the
sequences with D and Z than in the sequence with A
would indeed point to a negative effect on the transfer
integrals, althoughwe could not find a strict correlation
between rise and VIF for each sequence. Then, how can
we reconcile our computational findings on nonin-
creasing transfer integrals with the experimental evi-
dence of increasing transfer rates for the D- and
Z-containing sequences? We already noted above
some possible reasons of the apparent discrepancy:
sequence effects, intrinsic computational errors, statis-
tical sampling limitations. In our approach, we have
made a big effort to account for structural effects in a
classical regime. However, this is not the whole story:
slow motions can be traps for configurations particu-
larly suitable for fast charge transfer, and the reorga-
nization energy can reverse the trends indicated by the
electronic term. These arguments are not necessarily
valid in general for any DNAmolecules, but care should
be taken in using the sole transfer integrals to predict
charge transfer through DNA.
As a matter of fact, the positive conclusions of our

study are as follows: (i) we propose a viable and
effective multilevel strategy to describe structural ef-
fects in electronic problems for biological systems; (ii)
we find that structural fluctuations are indeed impor-
tant in determining the electronic structure para-
meters; (iii) we point out a sensitivity of the transfer
integral in the central portion of the DNA oligomers to
interstrand atomic distances; (iv) we find that the
replacement of adenine with D and Z in the simulated
sequences has remarkable consequences on the elec-
tronic structure and transfer integrals; (v) we argue on
the need for further theoretical/computational devel-
opment toward a predictive role in problems of charge
transfer in biological systems.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In order to investigate the effect of incorporating Z and D in a

DNA duplex, we have performed electronic structure calcula-
tions for structural fragments extracted from classical MD
trajectories, which allow us to take into account the effect of
thermal fluctuations associated with the inherent flexibility of
the duplex and with the presence of the water solvent and
counterions.

Materials. Starting from the duplexes that were targeted by
charge transfer measurements,9 the effect of replacing A by Z
and D was examined by using the central tract of the Dickerson
dodecamer38 d(CGCGAATTCGCG), named after R.E. Dickerson,
as template. Accordingly, the central segment AATT was re-
placed by the alternative sequence XTXT (with X = A, Z, D),
which mimics one of the sequence motifs examined experi-
mentally by Majima and co-workers,9,10 thus leading to the

three duplexes shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, this choice is
motivated by the fact that the Dickerson dodecamer has been
extensively used as a benchmark for classicalMD simulations,39�41

thus enabling the analysis of the structural properties of the
modified duplexes. The rationale behind the definition of
the Dickerson-like duplexes is that, even if they are not identical
to the experimental sequences and therefore cannot yield a one-
to-one comparison of computed and measured data, they are
optimal reference systems to examine the impact of replacingAby
Z and D on the structural and electronic properties of the duplex.

The starting configuration for each oligomer was con-
structed on the basis of the sequence with NAB42 using
canonical B-DNA parameters.

Development of Force Field Parameters (AMBER) for Deaza-Adenine
and Diaminopurine. MD simulations were performed using the
parmbsc0 version of the AMBER force field.39 For the sake of
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consistency in electronic structure calculations (see below),
force field parameters for the nonstandard bases Z and D were
determined based on ab initio DFT calculations using the Becke
functional with partial exact exchange (BHH43) and the cc-pVTZ
basis set.44,45 RESP charges were derived for the optimized
structures of the Z and D bases at the BHH/cc-pVTZ level with
the Gaussian09 code, and standard parmbsc0 were used for A
(Table S1 in the Supporting Information). Missing bond and angle
parameters were built using the tools of the AMBER10 package,46

starting from the optimized BHH/cc-pVTZ geometries.
The force field parameters were tested by comparison of the

interaction energies of H-bonded base pairs (Figure 1c) and
stacked dimers (Figure 1d) computed at different levels of
theory, including classical molecular mechanics (MM) and
quantum electronic structure calculations, as suggested else-
where.20,22,23,47 To this end, the H-bonding interaction energies
of A�T, D�T and Z�T pairs (Figure 1c) were obtained from
calculations performed at the BHH/cc-pVTZ, MP2/6-31G(d) and
parmbsc0 levels.20,47 The geometries of the optimized single
bases were superposed to the base-pair structures of the
empirical DNA-duplexes created with NAB.42 The base pairs
were then fully relaxed by BHH/cc-pVTZ calculations including
BSSE48,49 corrections, and the optimized geometries were sub-
sequently used in single-point energy calculations.

Stacking interaction energies were determined using the
geometries of the individual bases optimized at the MP2/6-
31G(d) level. The optimized geometries were then superposed
to the corresponding units in a stacked dimer using standard
geometrical parameters for a canonical B-DNA duplex, without
further dimer relaxation in the gas phase.22,23 Single-point BSSE
calculations of the formation energies were performed at the
MP2/6-31G(d,0.25) level. Let us note that this procedure has
been shown to provide reliable estimates of the stacking
energies for nucleic acid basis at a reasonable cost.25 Further-
more, stacking energies were also determined using theM062X
functional and the 6-31þG(d) basis and from MM calculations.

Molecular Dynamics Simulations. Classical MD simulations with
explicit solvent molecules and counterions for the three DNA
dodecamers were carried out to benchmark the novel force
field parameters and to yield trajectories that encompass the
dynamical fluctuations of the selected dodecamer sequences.
Runs of 20 ns of MD for the duplexes d1, d2 and d3 (Figure 1b)
were performed using the parmbsc0 force field in the AMBER10
suite of codes.46

Each simulation system was prepared by immersing the
NAB-constructed DNA oligomer in explicit solvent. Specifically,
an octahedral box was generated, by adding a buffer layer (12 Å
in each spatial direction) of TIP3P water molecules with stan-
dard hydration rules.50 Twenty-two Naþ counterions were
added in the simulation box to ensure the neutrality of the
whole system: such ions were placed according to the electro-
negativity map yielded by Poisson�Boltzmann calculations.51

Simulations were performed in the isothermic isobaric
ensemble (P = 1 atm, T = 300 K). Periodic boundary conditions
and the Particle�Mesh�Ewald algoritm52 were used. A 2 fs
integration time step was used, and all bonds involving hydrogen
atoms were constrained with the SHAKE algorithm.53 The simula-
tion protocol for each oligomer included an equilibration phase
constituted of various steps of optimization of atomic coordinates
and restrained finite-temperature dynamics during which the
restraints on DNA atomswere gradually weakened and eventually
released, according to a previously reported procedure54�56 (see
details in the Supporting Information). At the end of the equilibra-
tion the trajectories were stable in terms of density, temperature,
potential energy and other macroscopic properties. The equilibra-
tion phase was followed by unrestrained dynamics at room
temperature for 20 ns, starting from the equilibrated structure
and collecting the coordinates every 1 ps. The backbone root-
mean-square deviation (RMSD) for each of the three duplexes
relative to the respective equilibrated structure was computed at
every instant along the whole time evolution: the RMSD analysis
supported the stability of trajectories over time (Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information).

To analyze the structural impact of the replacement of A
with Z and D, we performed additional conformational

sampling (sorting and averaging of the trajectories) of the three
simulated systems to select a few representative structures
suitable for DFT calculations that would embody dynamical
effects. For each trajectory, the average structure was evaluated
during the entire 20 ns MD run. Clustering with a simple means
algorithm57was applied during the last 5 ns of the 20 nsMD run,
extracting 10 representative structures for each trajectory: we
will label such representative structures as hdMk, whereM = 1, 2,
3 indicates the duplex, k = 0, ..., 9 is an index that is associated
with sequential structures extracted by the sorting algorithm,
h = 0, ..., 9 is an index for the order of the representative
structures by decreasing population (h = 0 pertains to the most
populated structure). Analysis of the helical parameters of such
representative structures was done with CURVESþ.58 A double-
stranded trimer (50-GAT-30 , 50-GDT-30 and 50-GZT-30) was pruned
fromeach representative structure and fromtheaverage structure.

Quantum Ground-State Electronic Structure of Representative Trimers
Calculations by DFT. Calculations of the ground-state electronic
structure to inquire on the nature of the energy levels and wave
functions of the trimers were performed at the BHH/cc-pVTZ
level of theory. Solvent effects were also included in the
electronic properties through the PCM continuum model,59 to
correctly describe the screening effects of the solvent on back-
bone-localized states that fall around the HOMO�LUMO gap in
the gas-phase. This was done on both the average MD structure
and the most representative structures.

Transfer Integrals between Base Pairs in Representative Trimers by
DFT. We computed the electronic coupling between each cou-
ple of base pairs in the trimer by using the idea of constrained
charge (specifically, hole) density in a portion of the system,60,61

as implemented in the NWChem computational chemistry
package.62�64 Once two base pairs, denoted by I and J, are
picked as the donor and acceptor groups for a given hole
transfer process, the third base pair, K, represents the neighbor
environment that affects the electronic coupling between I and J.
This approximate picture can be used, e.g., to calculate the two-
state transfer integrals involved in the formulation of the transfer
integral for forward electron superexchange through the trimer
starting from localization of the electron hole in the GC unit.
Clearly, in general, one may also need to consider the nearest
neighbor bases to the trimer edges. Note also that K acts as a
bridge if it is the central base pair. The charge-transfer integrals
between adjacent nucleobase pairs are key quantities in establish-
ing superexchange couplings and thus related rates.

Transfer integrals are obtained as follows. (i) By means of
constrained density functional theory (CDFT)62,63 we calculate a
constrained ground statewith the excess charge localized in the
I�J subsystem, |ψIJæ, and the diabatic states |ψIæ and |ψJæ with
the electron hole in I and J, respectively. (ii) On the basis of the
two-state approximation, |ψIJæ is written as the linear combina-
tion aI|ψIæ þ aJ|ψJæ, and the transfer integral is as follows:65,66

VIJ ¼
����� AIAJ

A2
I � A2

I

ΔEIJ 1 � A2
I þA2

I

2AIAJ
SIJ

 !
1

1 � S2IJ

����� (1)

In eq 1 ΔEJK is the energy difference between the two
diabatic states, SIJ = ÆψI|ψJæ, AI � ÆψI|ψIJæ = aI þ aJSIJ, and AJ is
similarly defined exchanging I with J. eq 1 can be also used to
compute the direct coupling between the edge base pairs in the
trimers (see Supporting Information).

After the tests detailed in the Supporting Information, our
DFT method of choice to compute the electronic structure
parameters in eq 1was to use (i) the hybrid exchange-correlation
functional derived from the adiabatic connection method67

with coefficients given by the Becke B1 convention68 and 50%
of exchange of the exact (Hartree�Fock) form based on Kohn�
Sham orbitals; (ii) the 6-311G** basis set for H and C atoms and
the 6-311þG* basis set for N and O atoms. The transfer integrals
are greatly sensitive to the electronic structure, and in particular
to electron exchange-correlation effects: hence, the details of
the DFT computation were specifically optimized through strin-
gent tests.

Our method rests on full-electron computation of Slater
determinants of molecular orbitals for the overall trimeric
system. Moreover, the two-state approximation for the three
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CDFT states defined above has been assessed computationally:
The norm of |ψIJæ, given by (aI

2 þ aj
2 þ 2aIaJSIJ)

1/2 for the real
wave functions produced by the NWChem program, was
usually between 0.996 and unity, and never less than 0.990.
Therefore, the method does not suffer from typical issues
related to use of monomer orbital basis and site energies.69
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